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Episode 1: Maya, Hopi and the prophecy of the new cycle of the earth. 
 
Not so much history than wisdom, living experiences and prophecies of the Original dwellers of the 
Americas. On of December 21 of 2012 The Mayan circular calendar prophesied the end of the Long 
Count cycle of  5,126 years and the starting of the new cycle of world history equivalent to the new Age of 
Aquarius. Several other major indigenous groups, such as Aztecs, Hopi, Inca, Mapuches, also had similar 
predictions. Even other Native American visionaries such as Black Elk, Mad Bear, Rolling Thunder and 
Sun Bear have seen the New Age coming. 
 
This opened the door for reevaluating the legends, myths, wisdom and prophecies of the Original 
dwellers of the New World. With the end of the calendar, Maya elders decided to reveal their millennia 
wisdom kept secret since the conquest. Maya and Hopi are two closely related cultures.  Two hundred 
years ago, Hopi elders predicted the appearance of the large Blue Star by 2007. That year, the comet 
Holmes passed by the earth and exploded making it as a big blue celestial body, as big as our sun. The 
enigmatic Maya calendar shows wheels within wheels, such as the Long Count and the precession of 
equinox, a cycle of 25,625 years that includes exactly five of the Mayan Long counts. How could they all 
have the celestial knowledge of such cosmic events? 
 
Hopi elders tell that they did not come across from Asia but from Guatemala and are descendants of the 
Maya. Their ways, wisdom and prophecies are similar to those of Maya. Their prophecies also tell about 
the shifts of magnetic pole of the earth’s axes. Ancient knowledge tells that all the secret sites around the 
earth are located on certain magnetic lines around the earth and Maya and Hopi know about them. The 
Maya pyramids in Mexico and Guatemala are located on these energy lines. Many of the mysterious 
portals and vortices connecting the earth to cosmos are located on these grids. Maya also tell about visits 
of the “star people” and their help.  Nazca Lines, “Deep Holes” in Peru tell about the connections with the 
“people from the sky”. Maya and Hopi connections with the enigmatic Atlantis and their technologies, as 
well as their celestial wisdom guided the earth’s tribes over thousands of years. The recently discovered 
underwater pyramids in Bahamas bear witness to the existence of the elusive sunken continent with its 
highly developed culture. 
 
Maya also revealed the recent journeys of the Serpent of Light, or earth’s Kundalini energy center, from 
the Himalayas of Tibet to the Andes of Chile. After almost 13,000 years of being in the Himalayas, the 
Serpent of Light started its journey across Mother Earth, crossing the entire world. Many tribes in 
America, especially Maya and Hopi, offered ceremonies to welcome the Gaia’s energy and help her to 
move to its next home in the Andes.  
Not yet understood are the importance and task of the 13 crystal skulls found in the Maya kingdom. At 
least one of the skulls is of extraterrestrial origin containing presumably the total information of the earth’s 
history and its connection to the stars. Indiana Jones popularized the crystal skull mystery. 
 
Entering in the phase of earth as a transition from one cycle to another is like a change of the story. The 
old one has finished and the new one, Aquarius, is only now appearing. We are as in between two 
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stories. The Maya predict that it depends on humanity whether the transformation to the new story will be 
difficult – with dangers, or an accelerated ascension on a new spiritual level will be intense but smooth. 

 
*** 

 
Episode 2: Lago Titicaca of Bolivia, Peru and ancients of the ancients. 
 
We are searching for the past and present wisdom, and the prophecies of the Original Peoples of the 
Americas, reaching beyond the histories and events written by the colonizers, conquerors and winners of 
the wars. This wisdom has guided the peoples and keeps guiding their thinking, believing, speaking and 
living.  The cultures and civilizations reflect their authentic relationship to nature, animals and plants, even 
to air, land and water, and to communication with the gods and the cosmos. It is kept deep in their hearts 
and expressed through their living from the sacred to the profane. To explore the stories, histories, ways 
of life and prophecies of the Original People of the Americas is like entering into a mystery play. 
 
Ancient cultures of the Andes have traveled long way leaving their footprints and wisdom. The Inca and 
the older cultures of the Andean south have left behind myths, legends and prophecies that are part of 
the wisdom of the elders still alive in their world.  Since the ancient times, one of the most important 
sacred sites of the Americas is the Lake Titicaca of Bolivia-Peru. Surrounded by remnants of many 
ancient civilizations and their legends, it is a cradle of the world and their histories. Tyberonn tells about 
Aimara legends that Pachamama – the name of the Mother Earth  in the South - washed herself by 
cleaning the heaviness produced by humans creating  gigantic floods that covered the entire earth and 
wiped out most of humanity. The receding waters produced the Lake Titicaca that was then blessed by 
Viracocha, the god creator of the world. Probably, it was also true with Lake Victoria in Africa, another of 
the sacred lakes. Both represent the masculine and the feminine poles of the earth. 
 
Rich evidence of the far distant past around the Lake is carried by the Isla del Sol, Isla de Luna (Island of 
Sun and Island of Moon), and a sunken city near the islands. They are witnesses about  the dramatic 
changes around the lake that affected the inhabitants of old. Legends also tell that the Golden Solar Disc, 
a powerful energy generator, is concealed in the sunken city. Other sacred sites in Bolivia are the Salar 
de Uyuni, an enormous salt flat, and the mountain of Nevado Sajama related to the energy grid of Gaia. 
 
Edgar Casey and Tyberonn tell us that before our time the ancient city Tiahuanaco near the Lake was a 
colony of the mysterious land of Mu (Lemuria). Later it was a colony of Atlantis, called Og. 
Anthropologists have determined that the city is at least 15,000 years old. The mystical Sun Gate at the 
city bears witness of the presence of a high culture. Recently, more evidence has been found about the 
existence of the mysterious continent of Atlantis.  
 
The prophecy that when the Eagle from the north and the Condor from the south will fly again side by 
side, wisdom, balance and harmony will reign in the world. The legend says that Hopi were given the 
knowledge by the Star People to help the continents and the humanity to live in peace. Hopi are known 
as the “people of peace”. Inca, Maya, Aztecs, Lakota and many other tribes, especially in the Andes and 
up north have also kept this vision. Inca saw the wisdom of the Condor as a carrier of hope and healing to 
the Eagle, somewhat traumatized by the civilization of the modern technological world. For this union to 
take place, the old prophecies say that the energy and wisdom of the Condor has to fly to the Eagle and 
the Eagle has to travel south until the encounter is accomplished. 
 
The mostly forgotten, very ancient memories of the Native people of the Americas carry a knowledge of a 
golden age, long before the oral or written histories. A great harmony with nature and all living world was 
achieved and its harmony and beauty was integrated into the natural wisdom of the people, north and 
south. The recognition of animals and plants as brothers was a natural way to recognize the great unity 
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with all life, is today as one of the fundamental truths of all Native tribes. Respecting and asking healing 
from plants and minerals is naturally integrated into the wisdom of living. 
 
One remnant of that time might be the culture of Caral, about 200 km north of Lima. The city had 
pyramids, temples, amphitheaters and common dwelling around it. The city had no fortifications, nor any 
war armor, no signs of wars,  nor indications of sacrifice of enemy soldiers. Music instruments of all kinds 
bear witness to their peaceful, harmonious and joyful ways of living. This most ancient of the Native 
cultures of Peru invented the use of quipu, a “counting machine”. It consists of strings with knots used to 
count objects in commerce. They were adopted and improved by the flourishing culture of the Inca. Their 
message to the present is “live without violence and be joyful and be in harmony with mother earth and 
with yourselves”. 
 
All the beliefs, legends and prophecies are designed to help the Native people, as well as to the people of 
the modern world to find a way to advance their spiritual path and ways of living in harmony of nature and 
to travel toward the reunion with the Great Spirit.   
 

*** 
 

Episode 3: Navajo, Lakota, Haudenosaunee, Cherokee and many more. 
 
A very Deep current is flowing through the Americas that has not been touched by the life on the surface, 
nor by the superficiality of present civilizations and technologies.  It is the Profound America that for 
thousands of years has been guarded by the wise elders and shamans of the Original People.  After the 
prophetic year 2012, their traditions, wisdom of life and more oral prophecies began to reveal the spiritual 
treasures and the life wisdom of the great Original cultures, concealed in the silence for centuries. 
 
All Native peoples of the Americas are authentic with their land and unique in their ways. Myths, legends, 
way of life and prophecies might vary but their deep respect for and harmony with nature, living and non-
living is practically universal. The enigmatic role that in Central America played the Maya, in North 
America is carried by the equally enigmatic Hopi.  
 
From the star people Hopi received the prophecy of the Condor and Eagle flying together for harmonizing 
north and south of the Americas. Defined as “People of Peace”, they have maintained a deep connection 
to their origin. Lakota, Navajo, Zuni and probably Taos and  Cherokee also carried the prophecy, hoping 
for someday the peace and harmony will reign in the Americas. In Central and South America the Maya 
were the main carriers of the prophecy, also Inca, Azteca’s and several tribes more.  
 
In spite of the temporary separation between Oraibi and Hotevilla, all Hopi clans have maintained an 
almost magical inner richness of their ways of life. Their emphasis always was peace, spiritual growth and 
moral values. Ceremonies and prayers are an integral part of their way of life, as it is to almost all North 
American tribes. All this is the Profound America. 
 
One heroic act was when Hopi god Taiowa suggested that four elders of the tribe travel to the “house of 
mica” in the east coast of the land (United Nations in New York) to warn the world leaders to change their 
ways so that the war does not destroy the earth (atomic bombs for war) and the people.  
 
The Hopi recognized several sacred places when the ceremonies reached the Great Spirit and Mother 
Earth. A special Hopi attention received the Grand Canyon as one of the most sacred places on earth. It 
is especially sacred because it was the Grand Canyon where Hopi emerged coming from the  from the 
Underground and entered in the present world. A recent history tells about an expedition to the Grand 
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Canyon that discovered in deep cave artifacts of apparently Asiatic origin, but recently ascribed to the 
people of the lost continent of Atlantis.  
 
Their deeper history tells of the help they received from the “star people” that visited them. Hopi history 
also describes their contacts with Agartha, the people in the inner earth. The legends say that they are of 
Lemurian origin that went underground after the demise of Lemuria. During one of his flights around 
Arctic in 1947, Admiral Richard Byrd described in his Secret Diary a visit to the Agarthans seemingly in 
the Inner Earth.  
 
To confirm the underground connections around the America, Chief Mad Bear from the Tuscarora tribe, a 
part of the six tribes of the Haudenosaunee (Iroquois) confederation told about a very long and 
mysterious underground cave, or passage leading from the East coast to Texas. It took him more than a 
month of walking to reach the other end. He reported that there are many underground passages and 
tunnels crisscrossing the continent, probably created by the Atlantes and their star associates. They are 
said to be from Pleiades, Arcturus and Sirius B. Lakota, Navajo, and other Pueblo groups, Cherokee, 
Pima, Inuit, Cheyenne, Algonquin, Cree, Oglala and many other tribes still are harboring in their deep 
wisdom, prophecies and ways of living. 
 

*** 
 

Episode 4: Gold, the Lost City, Kogi and Arhuacos, the mystical dwellers of the 
Sierra of Colombia and their neighbors. 
 
While on the surface the wars, conquests, defeats and violent oppressions continued, the Native 
Americans safeguarded their traditions, cultural expressions and ways of life as much as possible. In the 
deep consciousness of the oppressed people lives the authentic spirituality of  the Profound America. 
This wisdom has guided and is still guiding them in their ways of thinking, believing, speaking and living.  
The cultures of the Profound America reflect their authentic relationships to nature, to plants and animals 
and even to air, earth, fire and water, even to the  communications with gods and with cosmos. They are 
guarded in the depth of their hearts and demonstrated in their lives from the sacred to the profane.  
 
The old culture of Tairona of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta in Colombia has left four intriguing tribes, 
Kogi, Arhuaco, Wiwa and Kankuamo with much of their ways of life at least partially protected. To avoid 
the Spaniard conquest, under pressure from the Spaniards, Kogi, the largest group, ended up moving 
higher and higher on the mountain where they are living now.  
 
Sierra is a mountain island on the Caribbean coast separated from the Andes by a deep valley. The 
recently discovered ancient “Ciudad Perdida” (Lost City) and the many stairs in middle of the jungle 
surrounding it attests to the high culture of Tairona. Kogi have been able to maintained their original ways 
and wisdom almost intact.  Knowing of the destructive ways of modern cultures, they call the white world 
the Younger Brothers. Kogi are the Elder Brothers.  Mamas – the priests - of the living tribes still carry on 
the ways of the Profound America. They are the guides of the Kogi especially in their spiritual and moral 
ways. They also consider themselves as guardians of the world around them. Divination by reading the 
signs of the clouds and mountains, as well as celestial events guide their actions. 
 
No less magical are the Arhuacos and their capacity to be a bridge between the Indigenous tribes and the 
mainstream civilization. They have shared some of their living wisdom with the outside world. Most 
Andean indigenous tribes have produced artistic sacred gold figures depicting their gods, great leaders 
and mystical entities. Kogi and Arhuacos are known to have produced a high quality gold figures but the 
tomb robbers have stolen much of their treasures. For Kogi and Arhuacos gold is the precipitation of the 
sun, giver of all life, thus sacred and not of commercial value.  Their priests, mamos (the name used by 
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the Arhuacos) have a similar way and authority in the tribal life. They know that the Younger brother is 
destroying the world. With prayers and ceremonies they are trying to invoke the spirits to help the 
Younger Brothers to stop their destructive ways. For the Tirona tribes the highest deity is the Mother 
Shibalaneuman. She gave birth to all things and is Mother of all the world, of waters and land and the 
ancient brothers of stone. Kogi and Arhuacos honor the woman as the one who represents the goddess 
on earth. 
 
A well-guarded secret of the tribes is the legend that they, like Maya and Hopi, also are descendants from 
the Nakkal, the great scientists-priests of the Atlantis. The legend tells that the Nakkal managed to leave 
Atlantis before the final destruction of the continent. The role of a mamo is that of a priest and a guide in 
spiritual matters and not so much a shamanic healer and magician with nature and spirits, as it is in the 
majority of Native tribes world over. Nakkal in the Atlantis were scientists-priests of the highest level and 
not necessarily healers. 
 
Tairona language is related to the Muisca that dominated the central mountains around Bogota. Sue was 
their Sun god. The gold was Sue’s reflection in the material world. Most of the Colombian tribes made 
remarkable Golden figures and objects long before arrival of Spaniards. 
 
Tairona descendants have preserved important ways of their original beliefs, social system and 
relationship to nature, as well as a superb knowledge of the celestial events. Profound America is well 
represented in the mountains of Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta. 
 

*** 
 

Episode 5: Energies and places of Profound America, where future is waiting. 
 
Sacred sites, vortices, portals and magical points harbored in the legends and myths of the Profound 
America still radiate their energy propelling the movements towards its reawakening.   
Their stories will be gradually revealed so that the Profound America and the contemporary world can 
create a new humanity. 
 
In Argentina are identified significant energy points and interplanetary connections in Uritorco, a mountain 
that is said to harbor ETs bases. Los Terrones in Cordoba is also known as a base for ETs.The little 
accessible high lagoon of Villama in Jujuy is an enigmatic energy point. Petroglyphs in San Francisco, 
San Luis is an old site of initiation of the ancients of the time. Valle de Humahuaca (Humahuaca Valley) 
has many energy centers of old. Other locations are found in Salina, Jujuy; Los Herras in Aconcagua 
Provincial Park, Mendoza, Quilmes in Tucuman, and many more. 
 
In Brazil, one of the more magical countries in today’s world has many energy points harbored by jungle 
or in the Atlantic coastal region. Diamantina, Sete cidades, where presumably some of the large 
Atlantean crtsals have been stores;  Bomfin Church in Bahia; Caraparo NNational Park, Roraima 
mountans, still very litlle explored world in northern South America, Iguasu Falls.and its telluric energy, 
Manaus in Amazonas, and dozens and even hundred centers more.   
 
In Chile, Ester Islands said to be remnants of the mysterious Lemuria continent; Torres del Paine Park, 
The Giant of Atacama; Volcano Parinacoto, Osorno. Several seem to be related to the new energy center 
of the Mother Earth.  
 
In Venezuela, Angel Falls is the highest waterfall in the world, focusing natural energy and touching the 
Indigenous tribes around it.  
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In Mexico, in addition of the magnificent pyramids of the ancients, the Great Pyramid of Cholula stands 
out as an energy center. Built by the ancient tribes, Spaniards upon arrival built on top of it their own 
church. Spaniards wisely constructed their churches and other structures on top of Inca building to use 
the energy generated by the magic of the ancients of the continent. Such was also the case of Chinchero 
in Peru resulting in an Inca-Spaniard mixture. 
 
Every country of Latin America has several energy centers or vortices. It has been said that many will be 
activated by the oncoming celestial energies. The Rockies-Andes mountains carry the energy of the 
future for the entire continent. Many of the Volcanoes are points of inner explosions recognized by the 
wisdom of the America Profunda. One day we will dsicover what it means.   

*** 
 

Episode 3: Before and after Inca and the New Humanity. 
 
The prophecies of the Profound America combined with the signs of the rapidly changing modern world 
are announcing the birth of the New Earth and the New Humanity. 
 
The signs from the sequences of solstices and equinoxes point to a new earth’s position in the cosmos.  
In solstice of December 21, 2012, Earth entered in the Aquarian Age and the solar system enters the 
galactic photon belt connecting it directly to the center of the galaxy starting a kind of “Cosmic day”. For 
2000 earth’s years the new galactic energies will be bathing the solar system and its planets stimulating a 
new cycle of evolution and confirming the PA prophecies and the astronomical observations. The 
mysterious planet Nibiru that is circling the sun several thousand years is approaching again. Legends tell 
that the star people who came from the Nibiru to earth had a contact and influenced the development of 
humanity on the planet.  
 
Profound America has many enigmas still to be revealed to the contemporary world.  
We wonder, for example, 
 
Why and where disappeared the Zapotecs leaving the magnificent Monte Alban in Mexico and who 
buried the magnificanet city? Why the Inca disappeared from Machu Picchu before the arrival of 
Spaniards? Where did go the enigmatic Anasazi who lived in the Four Corners of the United States? Who 
buried the city of Cahua Chi in Peru with all its temples and pyramids?  What happened to the Tairona of 
the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta leaving behind the Lost City?  What if there did exist high culture and 
high technology in Atlantis that disappeared under the Atlantic Ocean, and Mu or Lemuria that 
submerged in the Pacific leaving some footprints on the shores of America in the volcanoes of Hawaii and 
the gigantic figure on Easter Island? Does the Profound America know much more about it?  
 
NOTE: Half of this chapter is dedicated exploring the Inca, their ways and people before them. 

 
*** 
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